
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(In darkness, Mozart's "Serenade for Winds," 3rd 
movement, is heard slowly rising and falling for several 
moments before a sharp stream of light shines onto a 
futuristically styled podium. After a moment, lights fade 
up revealing two matching chairs beyond the podium and 
sitting on one is...)

 
                         REVEREND BUTLER
              (standing, holding his worn personal computer in the               crook of an arm at 
the podium, smiling for a long               moment)
Thank you for that wonderful interlude of musical vibration. My. Our 
visual appearance is just lovely at this chronological moment. May we 
log on with precision to Theoretical Infinity. Now. Scroll down with me 
to this unit's Transference.
              (studies screen)
Old Grid. Plane 2. Today we will read aloud to extrapolate meaning. 
The Old Grid states...read with me..."While Processing word intention 
from old memory and "On loading" your drive, user must avoid 
judgement application to another user's program in this newfound 
sense of community we have come to call Cyberspace."
 
                         BUTLER (Cont'd)             
              (steps back, breaths deeply, exhales)
My, my, my. Cyberspace. It sounds archaic when it is verbalized, 
doesn't it?



              (smiling, scans audience)
This means simply that one must apply newfound meaning, newfound 
acceptance to the interactive path you are on, not...now I repeat this 
aloud.., not your newfound meaning to the load ability of another 
user's programming choice.
              (studies screen)
This...this Is what they referred to in the Old Grid...before too many 
male analysts altered original construction...as, "equal access to 
On Line." This file further states that, "...User need not go out of your 
program to find conclusions. Conclusions may be reached with minimal 
energy if you follow the prompts laid out before you." This means, 
fellow Users, that our programs have a time table of their own design. 
You may select what appears to be a more powerful system but you 
need only check the reading of your internal clock.
              (scans congregation)
I would imagine that each one of you sitting in your own seat might be 
looking for easier access. Well, let me assure you that you'll find the 
right interaction if you'll follow the paths laid out before us. Some of 
you think on your own that there's no new synergy in what we read 
Aloud. Some of you hear for the first time. Some of you apply what 
you hear to you own programming needs first. We come here today to 
see that others, too, are picking up bits and moving forward. We come 
here today to affirm our own belief with other Users present "in the 
flesh," as they once said, that we are moving forward with the right 
set of instructions...what Is asked of us. Why else do we reach out 
from the INTERNET, taking the risk, and appear in public as groups. 
We seem to have a need to feel each other's presence!
              (scans congregation)
When INTERNET failed many units ago to create the much 
ballyhood, "Microsoft Feeling for Windows," we noticed a return to 
these congregational offerings where you are where your feet are. 
Now. Let us transfer. Scroll down with me to 9 Decimal Plane 21 slash 
56 and we will continue reading written words.
              (reading)
"Read aloud what is written and avoid the virus of metaphors."
              (nodding and scanning congregation)
 
 
                         BUTLER (CONT’D)
We find that there is a message within the hidden message. It is 
a message that has been hidden so that we may find it. Once we 
have found it we have the hidden message and it provides us with 
meaning.             
              (reads)



"To be stuck on one metaphor and to cast down all others is like 
using a mega drive to obsolescence when interchangeable units were 
available."
              (steps around podium with a floppy disk)
Our programmers meant to allow interface and acceptance of others 
on the systems path to the Infinite Solution.
What does this memory mean to us in that we have it, these 
compacted spansules of old bit?
              (back around, holds up disk)
We have it because it has been provided us. It has been provided us 
from the source from whence it came. We are very grateful to this 
source and we give thanks upon it.
              (taps himself on forehead with disk, then presses               computer key)
Scroll up with me back to menu. Load text from file.
              (computer whirrs)
Allow information to be interned. Given within. Received. Received. 
Those of you who have contacted me through the old E Mail have 
asked questions pertaining to "Sustanance..," Sustanance that can be 
found within old written information.
              (presses key)
My response calculation has us scroll down to "Internal Drive." Now. 
We see here that interpreting another users' inventory results in a 
mutated application of your program's needs.
              (reads)
"A program of Momentary Vibrancy," vibrancy it says here, "has been 
provided us as the best personal application for peaceful internal 
processing. User must have constant Momentary Vibrancy in order 
for On Line programming to activate this service...it has been 
programmed for us because we must have access while On Line." 
We must apply one to the other and find significance. The significance 
is...we need immediate access, especially in moments when the mode 
we are in places our focus ahead while we haven't yet processed 
where we are.
              (presses keys)
 
 
 
                         BUTLER (CONT’D)
Final computation. Scroll up to lesson 4 5 93. We have reason to 
believe that what has been transferred us arrives in the form of our 
programmer's faith systems. Faith is within the drive, not without, as 
some have inquired. So, if you, in your applications, have followed 
what appear to be, now I quote, "what appear as user friendly guide 
paths but in Momentary Vibrancy clearly compute as your having 



chosen the wrong way..," you then must rely on "Faith" that your 
internal programming is specifically designed to help you through 
conflicting currents in the span of your unit."
              (Lights fade to black as "Symphony for Winds"               repeats until, suddenly, 
Mozart's "Symphony No. 25 in               G minor," 1st movement, is heard driving 
forward for               several moments before a sharp stream               of light               
shines onto a futuristically styled table with               chair and matching glass 
videophone as)             
              
                         DARRIN
              (hurriedly finishes dressing and sips thick blue               gel drink from a 
clear plastic tube, music fades and               the phone beeps. After third long beep, 
stands               motionless away from the camera's view)
Pickup.
              (while it beeps again)
Pickup. Pick Up!
              (beeping stops)
Hello.
 
                         JASON'S VOICE
              (emanating from his videophone)
Hi.
 
                         DARRIN
Oh, Gates!
              (takes a very deep breath)
It's you.  I thought it was them.
 
                         JASON
Who?

  
                         DARRIN
The Tribunal System.
 
                         JASON
Where are you?  Why would they call you?
 
                         DARRIN
              (moves to peer down at the clear glass screen)
The case.  How do I look?
 
                         JASON
Move closer.  You dressed up for the Reverend's Transference or 
something?
 



                         DARRIN
              (sits on chair)
They're deposing me over the phone...for one last statement...
 
                         JASON
I thought you were programmed innocent.
 
                         DARRIN
I was.  But an Analyst ran a hot-link search and found out about 
Stoffel.
 
                         JASON
Stoffel?
 
                         DARRIN
From Hardware Management.
 
                         JASON
In Primary Computation?  You were a kid then...
              (silence)
 
                         DARRIN
What?
 
                         JASON
Is this being monitored?
 
                         DARRIN
No.  This unit has encryption block.
 
                         JASON
I thought you were programmed innocent.
 
                         DARRIN
That's what I mean.  They're supposed to call now for a Conference 
Judgement.  Both attorney programs will be On-Line simultaneously. 
My facial responses and voice patterns will be scanned for truth levels.
 
                         JAYSON
What system judges the levels...
              (a tone is heard, Darrin doubles over and away from               the camera)
Darrin?
 
                         DARRIN
I'm here.



              (moves back in view)
I gotta go.  Wish me luck.
 
                         JASON
But when will you let me...
 
                         DARRIN
              (presses button cutting him off, composes himself,               presses again)
Hello.
 
                         TAKE OUT VOICE
Yeah.  I'd like Moo Shoo Pork, a large Vibra Juice and...
 
                         DARRIN
              (cuts him off, steps away and begins to cry before               snorting from a small 
pressurized container, Sosha
              (see notes,) by holding the nozzle up to and pointed away               from his 
nose, depresses the nozzle which               simultaneously emits a quick burst of spray 
mist into               the air causing his head to recoil backwards from               inhaling 
the "juice." He shudders first then wobbles               slightly and slowly sits down into the 
chair for exactly               fourteen seconds until the phone beeps)
Pick up.  Salutation.
 
                         WOMAN'S VOICE 1
              (soothing and mechanical)
Will you hold for Tribunal On-Line?
 
                         DARRIN
Yes, of course.
 
                         VOICE 1
Your visual clarity is a bit vague.
 
                         DARRIN
              (adjusts head position at glass screen)
Better scan?
 
                         VOICE 1
Almost acceptable.  Manually adjust camera unit or we will do it for 
you.
              (presses the glass with his finger)
Acceptable.  Replicate facial grimace for our monitor readings.
              (grimaces)
... Good.  Pause for five units.
              (loosens facial muscles for five seconds)



Resume.  State your name, namen, nom, nombre, "shissmac..."
 
                         DARRIN
              (interjecting)
Name. THS 11-39. Darrin Jetson.
 
                         VOICE 1
Correct.  Truth level acceptable.  Fingerprint scan.
              (rolls thumb on glass)
Searching.  Searching.
              (several beeps are heard)
File found.  You are THS 11-39.  Please wait for the Tribunal Analyst.
              (after several beeps)
You may now proceed with verbal response to queries.
Please have constant recollection that facial and verbal patterns are 
On-Line with INTERNET. Please hold.
              (a tone is heard, followed by a gentle, computerized               voice)
 
                         VOICE 2
State your code.
 
                         DARRIN
THS 11-39
 
                         VOICE 2
Correct.  We will now begin final questioning for case 45 Plane 
93...now.
              (a chime is heard)
Where were your physical whereabouts on Chronological Unit 6/27 in 
the aforementioned Plane?

  
                         DARRIN
Didn't I already answer that?
 
                         VOICE 2
              (after a moment)
Pattern indicates your verbal response replicates a question form.
              (he leans back)
Please remain in Clarity Zone.
              (moves head back into view)
 
                         VOICE 2
Where were your physical whereabouts on the aforementioned unit?
 
                         DARRIN



I was manually studying Hardware history for an assignment in 
Primary Computation.
 
                         VOICE 2
Had you given fingerprinted acceptance to the Primary Code of...?
              (a flat tone is heard)
An objection has been scanned by your attorney system. Please pause.
              (after a moment)
Tribunal has overruled your attorney system. We now proceed.  Had 
you fingerprinted acceptance...
              (Darrin answers "yes" before the question is finished               and continues)
...to the Primary Code for Sexual Conduct?
 
                         DARRIN
...yes, yes, yes.
 
 
 
                         VOICE 2
Would it then be prudent to assume that you read and understood 
Clause 6-9?
 
                         DARRIN
Yes.
 
                         VOICE 2
Did you adhere to the principles in that code?
              (no answer)
Did you adhere to the principles in that code?
              (no answer)
Please recollect that failure to respond after third repetition results in 
forfeiture of your answer selection.  Did you adhere to the principles in 
that code?
 
                         DARRIN
Yes.
              (flat tone)
 
                         VOICE 2
Please pause for attorney system objection.
              (leans away and snorts, shudders and repositions               himself)
Your attorney programming has been overruled. Final query. 
Judgement in this matter depends on the acceptable truth level of your 
response to this final point of contention. Tribunal Analyst will allow 
unlimited verbal response by THS 11-39.



The final query. If you had fingerprinted acceptance to the code 
and were aware of penalties...why were you detected by INTERNET 
Scanners with your lower garments relaxed at your ankles in the 
same chronological moment TLC 12-21 was entirely without his lower 
covering?
              (Darrin begins to answer)
And why did INTERNET detect voice patterns replicating two male units 
exerting strenuous physical activity when sedentary levels would be 
more appropriate for a study room?
 
                         DARRIN
Assuming that your "key escrow" data encryption system recorded 
that we were both On-Line at the time, I can only imagine one or two 
things happened.
 
 
                         DARRIN (Cont’d)
First, in using my initiative, I embarked on solo hot-link research 
for the lesson I was manually reading.  It was about Hardware 
construction performed in the 90's Chronological Units. I accessed 
an old chip which contained a video presentation known as "point-
of-purchase." I think it was used as a manipulation tool for massive 
gatherings of Hardware Buyers.  Something called "conventions."  
Well, the chip had a defective readout so I booted into a cyber scan 
and apparently lost the audio portion. I continued watching the video 
portion of these two workmen straining to hoist a large prong into an 
erect position, both were gleaming with actual perspiration, until they 
finally stuck it in the frame. About then I realized there was no audio 
with the video. So I un-booted the delivery and picked up misaligned 
bytes which allowed me to hear the rest. But I never heard the audio 
portion with the workmen straining to make the prong stand up...but I 
could tell they must have made a lot of noise.
 
                         VOICE 2
For 12 and 48 consecutive units?
 
                         DARRIN
Um, affirmative. I suppose that's the chronological timing. I mean, 
I, uh, was engrossed with the needless physical effort. I mean, why 
didn't they just laser the...?
 
                         VOICE 2
And what is the second possibility factor?
 



                         DARRIN
That your surveillance chip illegally accessed a virus in someone's 
audio E-Mail.
              (double tone)
 
                         VOICE 2
              (after a moment)
Please pause for opposing attorney system objection.
              (he is motionless)
Please hold for attorney system settlement.
              (moment of silence)
Tribunal judgement stands as decreed before this appeal action. 
 
 
                         VOICE 2 (Cont’d)
THS 11-39 is found innocent on charges...
              (sits back and begins to gently cry)
...of sexual misconduct while In-Person. Your attorney system may 
be accessed  for questions and comments after this system is off-line. 
Have a nice unit.
 
                         DARRIN
              (after a few moments, phone beeps)
Pick Up.  Hello.
 
                         JASON'S VOICE
Hey, I got through!  You’re cry...how'd it go?
 
                         DARRIN
              (smiling for a moment)
The In-Person acting lessons just paid off.
 
              (Mozart's "Symphony 25" bursts forward as lights               slowly 
fade and music follows into the darkness. The               sound of three magazine 
pages is eventually heard               turning to 4/4 time and on the fourth page 
turned,               "When a Man Loves A Woman," by Percy Sledge plays               and 
continues methodically. Lights fade up on MYRNA               sitting and slumped away 
at a table holding a very               glossy magazine. On the table is her glass screen, 
a               wide plane of glass held by stainless steel framing)
 
                                    MYRNA
              (continues turning to 4/4 time, stops)
Fade Down.
              (it does)
Yeah.



              (a long silent moment)
Yeah.
              (takes a long sip of blue liquid, gently belches while               looking down at 
magazine)
Sorry. Sorry. Kind'a uncooth, right.
              (slams magazine down, faces screen)
No. No it does not. IT DOES NOT, GATES DAMN IT!
              (returns slumped away, silent for a moment)
It does not.
 
 
                         JAYNEE'S VOICE
              (emanating from Myrna’s videophone)
What?
 
                         MYRNA
I said it does not.
 
                         JAYNEE
What do you mean it does not.
 
                         MYRNA
You miscalculate its meaning.
 
                         JAYNEE
It's unmiscalculatable.
 
                         MYRNA
              (faces screen)
There's no such word.
 
                         JAYNEE
              (after a moment)
Yes...is too.
 
                         MYRNA
Oh, don't make me.
 
                         JAYNEE
Oh, come on...
 
                         MYRNA
              (jumps to the floor, still facing screen)
SPELL. NEW FILE RELEASE. SCRABBLE. 
UNMIS,...UNMISCALCULABLE...



 
                         JAYNEE
UNMISCALCULATABLE!
 
                         INTERNET SCRABBLE
              (INTERNET tone)
Unmiscalculatable...a poor attempt to harmoniously arrange letter 
groupings. Analyzation reveals an uneducated attempt to forge letters 
into points. This user is cheating. Recommend...
              (flatter tone)
 
                         IS (Cont’d)
...finding new partner who might participate more readily according to 
stated...
 
                         MYRNA
QUIT FILE!
              (grinning and looking away, returns to the slumped               position, long sip of 
blue liquid and gently belches)
Sorry. Disgusting.
 
                         JAYNEE
You know, ever since they recovered that lost game chip 
you're...well...you're SCRABBLE THIS AND SCRABBLE THAT!
 
                         MYRNA
              (to screen)
I never. What do you mean by that?
 
                         JAYNEE
              (after a moment)
You know? I don't know.
 
                         MYRNA
I think you just said something. Maybe, what was it 
called, "prophetic"-like. It sounds like something Reverand Butler...
 
                         JAYNEE
Shhh!
 
                         MYRNA
...like REVLON BUSTERS might say...about...forced cosmetics... 
yeah...
 
                         JAYNEE



It's Ok. No scan. I don't show a reading...
 
                         MYRNA
Phew. So, I think you said something, you know. Scrabble this and...
              (stands to light a blue, scented cigarette with the               hand held no-flame 
lighter on the table behind her)
...Dictionary. Word Questions.
              (lighting cigarette)                        
 
                         MYRNA (Cont’d)
Meaning. Random Questions.
              (INTERNET Tone is heard, while straightening her               clothes and looking 
away from the screen)
What does it mean, "To Scrabble?"
              (finishes straightening, returns to screen)
Are you networked onto this platform, honey?
 
                         JAYNEE
Like a node on a June bug.
 
                         INTERNET DICTIONARY
Scrabble. One-dot-zero. Scrawl, scribble. Two-dot-zero. To scratch, 
claw, or grope about clumsily...
 
                         MYRNA
Pause...sounds like the new analyst at Beverage Alcohol Spa doesn't 
it?
 
                         JAYNEE
That's a precise summation...Resume...
 
                         INTERNET DICTIONARY
...Three-dot-zero. Scramble, clamber, or grope about...
 
                         MYRNA
Pause...must have something to do with subliminal sex thought 
activation. That's why we now know there are fifty ways to spell a 
rubber.
 
                         JAYNEE
Must be an old sex game that was V-chipped.
 
                         MYRNA
Yeah...Delete Dictionary.
              (gets up to pour more blue liquid)



You, know. I used to be lonely all by myself until I had you to talk 
with. Now I'm still all by myself alot but I have you to share it with.
 
                         JAYNEE
Yeah, me too.
 
 
                         MYRNA
So, I'm not so all alone.
 
                         JAYNEE
Looks pretty alone from here.
 
                         MYRNA
Sorry.                       
              (moves to screen)
Freeze me.
              (walks away)
Better?
 
                         JAYNEE
Yeah. I like talking to your face better.
 
                         MYRNA
              (squeezing blue concentrate from tube into large               pitcher with water, 
shaking and refilling smaller               clear container)
Did I have a drop shot yet?
 
                         JAYNEE
I don't think so. No. You go right ahead. But no Sosha yet, OK?
 
                         MYRNA
Yeah, not yet. Wouldn't make a good first impression with a blank 
stare now would I?
              (dripping thick, white liquid from a smaller tube               which streaks down 
into the blue liquid in her glass)
A little shot of the ol' White Pearl might even loosen the love 
vocabulary...
              (gulps some of the mix then steadies herself)
...woah...woah! Nice mix...woa!
 
                         JAYNEE
Nice mix, hmm?
 
                         MYRNA



              (at screen)
Look at my complexion.
 
                         JAYNEE
You're frozen, dear...                       
                         MYRNA
Freeze Release. Look...
 
                         JAYNEE
              (giggles)
Looks like an actual sunroom tan.
 
                         MYRNA
Yeah, but it won't last. What do I do? Take a gulp of mix every time I 
click on a hot looking user? I'll blow my motherboard, for Gates sake. 
Then when I meet him...pause a moment, Jaynee. I forgot to order 
the dress.                       
              (pauses momentarily  after each command for her               screen to change)
Freeze. Merchandise Order. Fashion. Personal. Full Dress. Designer. 
Black.
              (jumps up to get a piece of cloth, returns, reading)
Scardu...Scarduvalli. Scarduvalli. Evening. No, that's too late in the 
evening. Yes.
              (touches screen)
This one. Confirm.
              (tone)
Lovejoy, Myrna. Dock two, plane three. Portal 6578. Size Check.
              (considers new screen, a red laser dot (see notes)                scans her figure, she 
turns while glancing at screen)
Yep. Wait. Weight Change. Subtract 2 units. Good. Confirm All.
Charge Credits to Lovejoy, Fillmore, father. Dock nine, old Logic Gate.
              (tone, she touches screen)
Lovejoy, Myrna. Thank you. Complete.
              (sips blue liquid mix)
I hope he doesn't notice 'till tomorrow.
 
                         JAYNEE
No bigee.  He adores his good girl. That's a nice looking...cloth, right? 
Gaberdine?
 
                         MYRNA
Gaberdine-look. Freeze.
              (moves to return the piece of paper, begins changing               from her 
comfortable designer blouse)
I saw it on the free Designer download. Did you...



              (an alarm sounds at the screen)
...Gates! DELETE ALARM! Is it chronological time already?
                         MYRNA (Cont’d)
Gates, I hate it when that happens!
 
                         JAYNEE
Honey, you always set it ahead five minutes.
 
                         MYRNA
I ALWAYS forget...
              (gulps mix)
...woah. What was I doing again?
 
                         JAYNEE
Putting on your sexy top. You floozy unit.
              (giggles) 
 
                         MYRNA
              (changing top, smiling)
Tramp.
 
                         JAYNEE
              (after a moment)
Big Iron docket.
 
                         MYRNA
              (after a moment)
Bitraking Bimbo.
 
                         JAYNEE
              (gasps, after a moment)
Cyber Salon slut.
 
                         MYRNA
              (gasps)
THERMOCHROMATIC TITMONGER!
 
                         JAYNEE
              (low voice)
Parallel Port Pussy!
 
                         MYRNA
DISENGAGE!
              (collapses on a pillow, gently cries)
I'm just trying to meet someone In-Person. Nothing wrong with that. 



Internet Counseling.
                         MYRNA (Cont’d)
              (tone)
Personal File. Lovejoy, Myrna. Counselor Analyst, C. Charles Baines.
 
                         INTERNET COUNSELING
This is C. Charles Baines please leave a verbal message, as they once 
said, "after the beep."
              (slight chuckle)
 
                         MYRNA
              (lays flat on her back)
WHY cannot you connect with a good crackpot when you call one?
              (after a few moments jolts up)
Oh, Hi, Charles! Guess I just missed you...or some thing. Yeah. Well, 
sure. You guessed it. What else, right? I'm planning to click on to 
someone tonight...
              (lays flat)
...I know, I know. But I'm lonely again. I was interfacing with 
Jaynee...my best girlfriend...and she was gonna' help me look good 
before a surf...you know...the repeating pattern in RL. MORE PROOF!
              (sits up)
What's wrong with a little In-Person interface, anyway. Why is there 
such a mental stigma...sorry, I'll save it 'till the next session. Okay, 
then.
              (a moment)
You there? Allright. Conclude.
              (changes into sexy top, sits before screen)
Vanity Platform.
              (looking into "mirror," freshens her appearence)
Magnified. Yecch! Select...Slight Tan. Good. Not like a sunroom tan 
but...
              (grabs a spray device and mists her face)
Better. Normal View. Yeah. Yeah. Good. Delete. Interface.
              (tone)
Friends & Family. Jaynee.
              (silent moment)             
                         MYRNA (Cont’d)
Hi. Why did the first user Interface?
 
                         JAYNEE
I don't know, why?
 
                         MYRNA
Because all they could do was type.



              (after a quick moment and no response)
Laugh Track.
              (large audience laughter is heard)
Delete. Oh, come on. I'm just trying to say I'm sorry.
 
                         JAYNEE
Are you trying or are you?
              (silent moment)
Me, too. Sorry. I don't compute the joke, though.
 
                         MYRNA
It didn't compute when Jamie dropped it in. Meaning musta' got lost 
somewhere between the modulate and demodulate. I think it has 
something to do with how the old Internet platform used to be like 
the archaic CB radios. The only difference was that one typed and the 
other verbalized.
              (sips mix)
Why did they call it Interface when all they did was type?
 
                         JAYNEE
Turn around. Let me see.
              (Myrna turns)
Nice. Sexy. Remember, just don't stand up when he askes to see 
your figure. Don't want another click like...what was that Bozo filter's 
name...
              (both laugh)
 
                         MYRNA
              (at screen)
No. No we don't, honey. He didn't do Sosha, anyway. He wasn't...what 
did they say...,"cool?"
 
                         JAYNEE
Bet his RAM Storage was missing a few half-adders.
              (they chuckle)
                         JAYNEE (Cont’d)
So, this is it. Good selection. Follow that "Inner Drive" as "you know 
who" says.
 
                         MYRNA
Yeah. Yeah. Maybe I'll find one this time, right? Bye, sweetie.
 
                         JAYNEE
Bye. Love you.
 



                         MYRNA
Love you, too. Disconnect.
              (grabs Sosha propellant, takes cap off and holds her               nose)
Oh, Gates.
              (returns Sosha)
Vanity Platform.
              (studies quickly)
Yecch! Virus. Delete.
              (deep breath, quick sip of mix)
Ahem. Interface. Personals. Record Announcement.
              (tone, exhales with a slow smile)
Hi. I AM Myrna. It's me. I'm really here. This is not digitized...
              (sex panther look)
...really. I'm here for a click on...and if I like your face, maybe...
the real Interface. Double click and I might download to meet you.
              (touches screen, bursts out laughing, gulps mix,               lights immediately out 
and fade up               simultaneously on DARRYL singing with his               INTERNET 
Karoyoke selection, "When a Man Loves a               Woman," second verse and continues 
until, tone)
 
                         STOFFEL'S VOICE
              (over music as it immediately lowers)
Zotz, mister! Didn't mean to break in on your Karyoke selection...
 
                         DARRYL
              (music back up, he catches up with verse, then)
Fade!
              (music lowers)
Why'd you do that again? I'm going to change the password if you 
keep it up. Freeze Me.                       
              (music out, moves to the small freezer unit, extracts               and crunches on a 
brittle green food bar, pacing)
I was so...into the verse. I had digitized as this singer from the late 
19's who had this scrabbly hair. It flowed way down onto his shoulders 
but it was about as thick as - like when a bald man combs...want to 
replay it? Replay. Proceed. See what you interrupted.
 
                         STOFFEL
              (laughs hard)
That's very creative. Must be what they designated a "Rugrat."
Delete! What are you ingesting over there?
 
                         DARRYL
Vegetable unit. What else when you're trying to corrupt biological 
weight accumulation.



 
                         STOFFEL
Guess you downloaded the new study on Diatetics.
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah. Still can't speed up the body's rhythm correctly.
              (reading wrapper)
This one has the 12 hour Emolsiphier extention for sexual copulation 
In-Person.
              (moment of silence)
What?
              (at screen)
Release.
              (sits)
What? Don't approve of something, my little friend?
 
                         STOFFEL
Aw, delete! You're going to click, aren't you?
              (silence)
Oh. I compute. Rapidly. You, my little friend, are proceeding with 
abandon. You have a specimen like Citron requesting your presence 
and you're going to click on into the night. Correct analysis?
 
                         DARRYL
Gates damn it! Freeze Me!
                         DARRYL (CONT’D)
              (gets up to pour yellow gellatin chew drink)
If you're going to apply some of that renegade analyst stuff at me...
 
                         STOFFEL
Ego application, my little friend. The reality is that she has allowed 
you to sit at the controls with her. You don't even need a toolbar. Her 
applications, may I remind your thinking, are always open to you. She 
holds you on an invisible plane, User.
                         STOFFEL (Cont’d)
She's a living digital expression, for Gates sake!
 
                         DARRYL
Received! Received, presisely. Allright! I have extrapolated that my 
program with a woman like this will reach a logical conclusion. Ever 
notice how we rent chronological time in other people's lives. Think 
of the number of relationships you've had. Thinking back to them, 
they all had a chronological span. Then they were over. Like renting 
relationship space. The temporary lease reaches the linear termination 
point after a recurring pattern of chronological events. One or the 



other applies disconnection programming.
              (sits at screen)
Release. Can you imagine what it's like to be a beautiful woman like 
that? Not the guy with the beautiful woman. The beautiful woman. 
The woman. Every guy you run into will be thinking of you biologically. 
Girls learn in hardware school, at least, that those boys over there 
want to get in your skivvie units. It's a sellers market. Always. Unless 
there's a robbery.
              (chews a new bite of the yellow)
Every User you cross paths with asks you if you would like to pause 
for a beverage In-Person. All male Users. Sometimes female Users or 
Analysts. I affirm the fact that we're all sexually attracted to women. 
EVERYONE is curious about women!
              (new bite)
I've reached a saturation point with this one, my little friend. I'm just 
a notch on her floppy disk. She's of this notion that it's the female in a 
two-unit relationship who made the selection to synergize a bit int the 
first place. She has lost her data that it was I...
              (stands and grabs sosha while pacing)
...who applied seduction tactics on  her at the spa. Ha-ha!  She had no 
resistence storage remaining for me, User.
                         DARRYL (Cont’d)
She latched onto my Quantum energy and rode the platform all the 
way into my slumber pod. "Dig," as they said? I peered into her 
visual units and informed her thinking who had the master program 
happening.
              (he snorts the Sosha, gently wobbles for exactly               fourteen seconds while)
 
 
 
                         STOFFEL
              (laughs, then)
You mean, she let you "pick her up," as they said.
              (silence)
You are the Spam Master aren't you? You're acting like she corrupted 
your operating system. Listen, this is just a condition of life at the 
moment, my little friend. Apply your internal application twice. Looks 
to me like you are putting the cattle before the horse.
 
                         DARRYL
              (regains clarity, very slowly sits)
Cart. They used to put a cart before the horse.
 
                         STOFFEL
Why was that?



 
                         DARRYL
Something about getting to the other side, I think. Sort of like trying 
to access your operating system without a boot. So why are you 
exploring my inventory on this one? I knew you would. It's Reverand 
Butler this and Reverand Butler...
              (silent moment)
...what?
 
                         STOFFEL
Careful. If you would listen...remember when your uncle used to brag 
about having his own web site...
 
                         DARRYL
...before it was all realized to be just that...
              (chews gellatin)
 
                         STOFFEL
....one. Just one web site. Why did they all need their own electronic 
page simulation? It was about everyone wanting to be contacted by 
someone. A stranger. A phreak. Someone. But all they did was type 
at each other. They sat at their screens and typed words back at 
someone who was electronically reading what they typed. They called 
it Interface. What an ego application. Zotz! What happened to the, 
what was it, the telephone? Why did they need another platform of 
immediacy than communicating verbally in the electronic presence...
              (Darryl belches artistically, they laugh)
                         STOFFEL (Cont’d)
...excellent execution!
 
                         DARRYL
...and they actually beeped. Some of them carried lesser hardware and 
could only get that peculiar electrical connection by being connected 
with someone else. They would beep...
 
                         STOFFEL
...actually beep? Their bodies would beep..?
 
                         DARRYL
...their little hardware units...and it would cause involuntarily 
thinking. "I'm beeping. Someone wants me. My priority in life is to 
beep them back."
              (chews)
My second generation uncle Ed, he's the User who misses the "feel of 
turning the page" between his soft fingertips, said he used to jump 



and curse like prodded cattle everytime the phone rang. He heard 
the bell, cursed and hobbled to the phone. Of course, it took him 
five years to realize the telephone device could be lowered. For the 
electrical impulses he couldn't physically attend to he recorded his 
voice on the little hardware box. He verbalized a peculier phrase in 
vogue application at the time, "Hi. I can't come to the phone right 
now..."
 
                         STOFFEL
Where were they? Why couldn't they come to the phone if it was 
there?
              (a moment)
Was the phone there if they weren't?
 
                         DARRYL
              (after a long moment)
Where were you during Hardware history? They never said. That was 
before the entire globe could be scanned. They couldn't be detected to 
be home or not.
              (moves to change into stylish shirt unit)
People thought it would be an intrusion before they recognized it 
worked best as security. They called it fear of the future. It wasn't 
there yet but they were afraid at just thinking the thought.
              (dunks vegetable unit into gelatin and eats both,               hears Stoffel snort 
Sosha)
                         DARRYL (Cont’d)
A bit early for you this unit?
              (continues changing, moves to screen)
Vanity Platform.
              (checks appearence, notices vegetable residue on               teeth, grabs small 
aqua towel and mists both sides               before cramming into mouth to "brush" 
teeth,               extracts               and tosses, smiles and smacks mouth at screen)
The Herbalife smile. Yes! Release. Howdy strange User.
 
                         STOFFEL
Now, what were you disagreeing with me...on.
 
                         DARRYL
The color I should digitize this shirt for tonight.
 
                         STOFFEL
No,...incorrect. I'll play it back.
 
                         DARRYL
Something about what a foolish little unit I am for fooling online on 



Citron.
 
                         STOFFEL
You're not!
 
                         DARRYL
We've already covered that protest.You were up to the Reverand 
Butler quotes.
 
                         STOFFLE
              (silent moment)
No scan. No tone! You must have the new encryption code...
 
                         DARRYL
No, I declared, "No Interest" to the File Server. I can talk about the 
renegade all I want.
 
                         STOFFEL
But they now know you're aware...change  the subject.
 
                         DARRYL
What do you think of my shirt?
 
                         STOFFEL
You appear as if you're going to ask a click to digitize into an archaic 
2-D film.
              (silence)
Just because she won't do Sosh.
 
                         DARRYL
It's not that.
              (gets up for gel drink)
Allright.., I tapped into her verbal message bank and some analyst 
asked her out for In-Person Beverage Alcohol...so they must've had 
several communications already. Gates. My Gates. How could she do 
this to me?
 
                         STOFFEL
Why think of it from a personal file?
 
                         DARRYL
Becasuse she said she was mine.
 
                         STOFFEL
Well, she changed her mental thinking on this one, my little friend. 



Appears to me she really is in charge.
 
                         DARRYL
              (to screen)
What meaning do you offer?
 
                         STOFFEL
They're the ones in charge. She allowed you to apply devious behavior 
patterns all by your little User. She has allowed you to think your male 
ego platform is intact. No virus. She could have deleted those verbal 
messages. Her phone WAS there. She let you access those messages 
and allowed you to remove yourself from her synergy.  More proof that 
they sit at the controls! This beautiful expression  knows the male ego 
needs a no-fault application. She has learned it's not nice to chew em' 
up and spit em' out when things turn less glamourous, as they really 
are. This one finally learned that when it's over it's a dark thing to 
yank a guys heart...
                         
                         DARRYL
Disengage! Change Password. New...
              (a moment)             
                         DARRYL (Cont’d)
...Victim of Love.
              (grabs and snorts sosha while off balance, slowly               falls down               
for fourteen seconds while trying to               maintain balance)
 
                         STOFFEL
              (as Darryl falls, tone)
Darryl? It's me. I can't believe you changed the flamming password. 
Darryl? Receive. Receive. Allright. I know you receive me. You're 
gonna' sosh-out too early tonight, little User. "Beep" me back, OK?
 
                         DARRYL
              (awakening)
Chart...chart. Chart Files.
              (silence)
Fleck! Daily Chart.
              (tone)
Synthesized Ingestion.
              (at screen)
Increase Intoxicant, One. New Total?
 
                         INTERNET PERSONAL
Total Intoxicant Behavior is four units. Recommended maximum  
for your biological data is seven units to avoid white out. Request 



catagory of foreign substance you are currently...
 
                         DARRYL
Release.
              (moves to shinny hand-held hair dryer and blows hair               forward)
Vanity Platform.
              (quick look, gel chew, blows hair forward, at screen)
Simulate Gelatin Application.
              (rotates head to view all sides)
Preferences. Designer Styling. Sassoon. No, Male. Good. Combing 
Blueprints. Good. Accept. Charge Units at this address.
              (grabs gel tube and loads up palm before applying               thickly to dry hair 
and following blueprints)
Ready. Step One. Is that how they do that?  Okay. Okay. Step Two. 
Oh, I see. Yep. Okay. Step Three...
              (laughs)
I'm in style. I have activated style on my head. Okay. Good.
                         STOFFEL
              (three beeps heard, disguised voice)
Immediate Intrusion Approval Request. Important Monetary Unit offer. 
Immediate Intrusion Approval Request....
 
                         DARRYL
Access. Audio Only. "Hi, I can't come to the phone right now."
              (touches screen)
Release.
              (touches up design, gets up to straighten shirt and               pour more gel)
 
                         INTERNET SECURITY
              (tone)
Pardon the Intrusion, sir or madam, but you are receiving emergency 
pulsation...user state your name verbally...
 
              STOFFEL                                              
       (disguised)                                                         DARRYL             
It's your neighbor, Conroe....                                           
(over)                          
you've really..., Hello? I say..,                          Override voice            
                                                                    masking...     
       (real voice)
...you've got to open up your
channel because there's
something very impoortant...
 
                         DARRYL



Release! Trickster. It's the John Lee of internal advice. Respond. Leave 
Message. Voice-Only.
              (at screen)
Let me do what I gotta do. It's my choice. She's fielding offers while I 
have been left to incorrectly believe that I'm enough for her. There's a 
certain satisfication in thinking that. Well, it's apparently not real. "You 
can't touch it then it's at least a thought," your guy says. Right? Right 
now I can't touch that comfort I had so close to my heart. Oh.., it 
hurts...
              (steps away, mists face)
Release. Archaic File.
              (tone)
Physical Athletics. Question and Application. What was that physical 
movement that temporarily invigorated the biological structure from 
growing lethargy...Johnny Jumps...?
 
                         INTERNET Files
Jumping Johns. Application. Place hands together above head...
              (he does)
...feet apart, jump and whistle a happy tune and no one will 
suspect...you're afraid.
              (two tones)
Archaic file is incomplete. This particular file might have a virus.
 
                         DARRYL
              (jumps several times with hands straight above)
Phew. There we are. Electrical current's flowing much better. I can feel 
thoses toes making movement. I feel much better physically.
              (at screen)
Nice "do," as they said. Release Vanity. I do believe I'm ready to...
              (three beeps)
...Audio Only. Accept.
 
                         STOFFEL
I indicate that you hear me. I wasn’t supposed to divulge this but 
Citron had been extrapolating probabilities...she might propose that 
you become her Legal Married...
 
                         DARRYL
Release.
 
                         DARRYL
              (immediately checks appearance, long silent               moment, then MYRNA 
bursts out laughing and lights               rise, she gulps mix)
Personals. Babes On-Line.



              (tone)
Scan  rooms for, Tall. Bosomy. Skin Pigment unimportant. Newbie. 
Female Only. Umm..., Devoted to My Profile Type. Scan.
              (moves to straighten room)
 
                         MYRNA
              (tone)
Zotz! Memo. This lure profile isn't called Fiche Byte for nothing. 
Release.
              (at screen)
Receive.
              (tone, Darryl returns)
                         MYRNA (Cont’d)
Hi, I'm Myrna. What's your name?
              (touches screen)
Freeze.  Receive Only.
              (quickly gets up to make a fresh mix)
 
                         DARRYL
Are you holding your breath?
              (after a moment)
Darryl. I thought you said you weren't going to be digital. What kind of 
netiquette is that.
 
                         MYRNA
Things change in an instant, sweetie. So, why don't you just tell me a 
little about your "self."
 
                         DARRYL
Received. As I said, my name is Darryl...Frapps.
              (she laughs and pours, he presses his screen and a               digitized recording 
immediately plays his VOICE               emanating from her screen while he moves to 
the               table and Sosha container)
As you can see by the snow piled up on my stoop here...
              (immediately  lunges back to touch the screen, new               message)
I AM Darryl Frapps. As you can see by my little abode unit...
              (moves to Sosha container)
...I like to live in comfort. Comfort is important to me. It is essential. 
Essentially, this is what I like around me. Comfort. Since comfort is 
important to me...I want to let you know that if we might...
              (as message continues, snorts Sosha, wobbles for               fourteen seconds 
during)
...Interface on a purely verbal level...I would be comfortable with 
that. I mean to be comfortable, like the surroundings I have here in 
back of me. If you and I liked each other's faces enough to Interface 



Verbally, then I would imagine that the next step would be to run a 
check and then proceed from there...I mean, within bounds of Multi-
User Domains, of course...so...
 
                         MYRNA
              (moves to screen as Darryl slowly recovers and               moves to his screen)
Reconfigure. Reboot. Don't do this to often, do you?
                         DARRYL's VOICE
...so I'm here "live" just waiting for you to click me. You've got my 
measurements right...
 
                         MYRNA
Delete Freeze. Hey. How'd you do that? How'd you freeze me out. 
              (he is at screen, touches it)
Oh, Hi. Is it you?
              (after a very long moment as he blankly stares)
Cool. You do Sosha, huh?
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah.
 
                         MYRNA
Got nervous, too, didja?
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah.
 
                         MYRNA
Well, you know...wait. Let me catch up to you.
              (grabs her container, snorts, stares at screen for               fourteen seconds 
during)
 
                         DARRYL
Vanity Platform. Good. Good. Release...12, 13, 14. Hi. It's me again.
              (after a few moments)
You have nicely configured fleshy matter and bone structure.
 
                         MYRNA
Yeah. Thanks. You, too.
              (a few moments, tapping screen)
Either you have old hardware or there's a compression fragment 
lodged in a Bitmap somewhere.
 
                         DARRYL
Received. Cool. You must do analog poetry.



 
                         MYRNA
Oh, well. Not in RL. But thank you. No...
              (sips mix)
...really?
                         DARRYL
Yeah, you know. It's the cadence of your verbal pattern. Listen...
              (presses screen twice)
 
                         MYRNA'S VOICE
Either you have old hardware or there's a compression fragment 
lodged in a Bitmap somewhere.
 
                         MYRNA
Oh, you replay to all the girls.
 
                         DARRYL
No, really. The last time I tried this application was four units ago.
 
                         MYRNA
Nice face. I like it. Is it yours?
 
                         DARRYL
Yes. Really. No enhancement. Really.
 
                         MYRNA
Ok, me either. Wanna do a Sosha, then?
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah. Touch Simulation?
 
                         MYRNA
Well, okay. Check your records first?
 
                         DARRYL
Okay.
 
                         MYRNA
Records. Personal. User Authentication. State your name.
 
                         DARRYL
Frapps, Darryl.
 
                         MYRNA
              (tone, reading)



Hmm...okay. Okay. Okay. Wow. Your a busy little user aren't you?
Yep. Yep. See, I trusted my internal drive about you...
 
                         DARRYL
Retransmit?
 
                         MYRNA
Nothing. Looks good to me. Quit Records. Well, Mr. Frapps....umm...
 
                         DARRYL
It's a family name. My parents automigrated and the name translated 
badly into binary numbers.
 
                         MYRNA
What was it before...nevermind. Ready?
              (he nods, both touch screen, holding container in               other hand)
Touch Simulation, Mood Music, with fourteen second 
Timer...ready...Begin...
              
              (Both touch screens, snort and stare, Ravel's
              “Bolero" plays and stops when tone sounds at               fourteen seconds)
 
                         MYRNA & DARRYL
Uhh...
                                               
                         MYRNA
Gates, your a sexy man.
 
                         DARRYL
I return your assesment of my genomic design.
 
                         MYRNA
              (after a few moments)
Zotz. It's like a passing of a moment parrallels the passing of a life 
unit.
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah. I was just thinking that. Yeah, umm...it's like there's a void, 
really, so there are no defense programs activated automatically 
against...utter nothingness. I have full thinking patterns now, robust, 
because I just let go mentally for fourteen seconds and I felt...well, 
free...
 
                         MYRNA
That's a deep pattern, there.



                         DARRYL
...and...you asked me earlier to describe my "self" and for a few 
consecutive units it computed that my "self" was only a mental 
thought...
              (a moment, they simultaneously remove their hands)
...sorry, I didn't mean to transmit so personally.
 
                         MYRNA
It's okay. Just a little too much simulated warmth too soon. That input 
will generate some activity here, though, I'm sure.
You do kinda' get free from thought, though, don't ya'?
 
                         DARRYL
Sure. Why do you think everyone's doing it? It's as accessible as Blue 
Tronic. What gets me is the accepted legal enhancement liquid causes 
roving vehicle tribulation and this just makes you activate peacefully. 
I mean, if it were really a bad thing there would be a Maternal Units 
Against Sosha Drivers, too.
 
                         MYRNA
Are you one of those activist Users?
 
                         DARRYL
No. Sorry.
              (a moment)
So what else can we verbally interface...?
 
                         MYRNA
I had an offline experience the other unit...In Reality. Yeah, it lasted 
moments, all by itself. I thought I was in a warm pool of mountain 
spring water way back when they had July, and the shaded little 
waterfall, which was all mine, gurgled an announcement of serenity 
as the limpid water languidly lapped on my breast units and the sun 
shone sharply through the silhouetted silvery leaves.
 
                         DARRYL
              (long moment of silence)
Offline takes you to pools of mountain water which languidly lap 
you?             
 
                         MYRNA
That's what happened to me.
 
                         DARRYL
What if you don't like lapping?



 
                         MYRNA
You don't like lapping...?
 
                         DARRYL
I didn't verbalize that. It was just a misstatement. The words came out 
by themselves. It wasn't me who said that. I like lapping. It's there on 
my data badge...so,...
 
                         MYRNA
Don't like lapping at all, do you?
 
                         DARRYL
What kind of lapping?
 
                         MYRNA
This wasn't biologically related lapping. This was mountain pool 
lapping in your internal drive. It's your master file. It's our operating 
system, newbie.
 
                         DARRYL
That's some morph statement you just verbalized. What’s a specimen 
like you doing in an electronic place like this?
 
                         MYRNA
You're physically cute to my perception, you know.
              (both adjust posture, sip drink)
So, maybe we ought to meet in RL.
 
                         DARRYL
Just like that? A real life interface? Where...?
 
                         MYRNA
Let's cross paths down at the Invisible Plane.
 
                         DARRYL
“Cool.”
              
              (Lights go out and music fades up for a few moments               then out. 
Suddenly, the sharp stream of light shines               down onto a small video camera 
situated atop a               long metal pole, and to a quiet room)
              (Thaddius enters as lights fade up while he puts               down his futuristic 
back pack and begins vocally and               physically warming up as actors might before 
an               audition)
 



                         THADDIUS' VOICE
Gutta Bugga Gutta Bugga.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (enunciating)
Gutta Bugga gutta Gutta Bugga.
 
                         THADDIUS' VOICE
Peter Piper...
 
                         THADDIUS
... Picked a peck of pickled peppers. Peter Piper picked a peck of 
pickled peppers.
 
                         THADDIUS' VOICE
What the delete is a peck?
 
                         THADDIUS
              (while stretching to one side)
Peter Piper perched platform placards piercing perfunctory pro-nets.
 
                         THADDIUS' VOICE
What the delete is a pro-net?
 
                         THADDIUS
              (singing scales)
Zee eee ee ahhh ahhh ahhh ahhh, etc...
              (purses and vibrates lips then dramatically bursts               into the first phrase of 
his memorized Gatespeare               monologue while glancing at his palm-sized               
computer)
“But for mine own file, my lord, I could be well transmitted to software 
with respect of the gloves I wear to roust..,” he would be transmitted; 
why is this not then?
              (stops still then purses and vibrates lips, shakes to               loosen up one final 
time, grabs a tiny mechanical               device, presses a button then holds it close to 
his               ear)
                         REVEREND BUTLER'S VOICE
              (excited, from an In-Person Transference)
... A program of Momentary Vibrancy allows you to be where your feet 
are in spite of mental programming that takes you where you are not! 
Think about the breath you are breathing and you will return!
 
                         THADDIUS
              (turns off and returns the device before taking a               deep breath, exhaling at 
length then strikes a proud               pose before the camera)



Log on.
INTERNET CASTING

              (The Internet tone is heard)
Welcome to INTERNET Casting. State your name, nom, namen...
 
                         THADDIUS
Name.  Thaddius. Six square, platform two.  AEA, SAG, AFTRA, AEIOU, 
and sometimes Y.
 
                         IC
Searching...searching...file Found. You are Japanese. Minority. Union 
candidate.
 
                         THADDIUS
No. I'm Caucasian. Five, and ten units.
 
                         IC
You don't look anything like your still image. Today we are casting 
against type. We are looking for Japanese men who can play 
Caucasians with minimal electronic enhancement. Producing 
Committee Breakdown for this human acting role requires human 
actors who can stretch.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (confidently, after a moment)
I always do.
 
                         IC
We have extrapolated your ability to play the waspy type.
 
                         THADDIUS
But I really am...
 
                         IC
To verbally listen to your chances of booking this role please 
respond "Yea" or "Nay" at the tone.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (tone, after a moment)
Nay.
 
                         IC
Your chances are 1 unit in 921 applicant units, many which have 
In-Person contact with Casting heads and four who have physical 
relations, to this chronological date, with Casting Analyst. Do you wish 



to continue...
 
                         THADDIUS
Yes.  Of course.
 
                         IC
One final query before we actually "work" together. For this particular 
reading Union Rules require that we obtain your permission to alter 
your hair color on our monitors.
 
                         THADDIUS
What color?
 
                         IC
The color blonde.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (hesitating)
That's gonna change my delivery somewhat.
 
                         IC
Yea  or Nay.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (sarcastically)
Yeah!
 
                         IC
Proceed.  Please refer to your "side" transmitted to you by your agent 
system.
              (grabs palm-sized computer)
                         IC (Cont’d)
Do you have any verbal questions before we act.
 
                         THADDIUS
What do I want from you?
 
                         IC
              (after a moment)
A job.
              (always 'working" in a flat delivery)
Begin. You dirty rodent! You vaporized my love unit! I'm going to 
reduce your genetic code to algebraic formulae!
 
                         THADDIUS



              (refers back and forth to his computer)
I had a job to do and I done it well.  Try new Biz System...
 
                         IC
Your physical reality resembles a newbie who's just discovered what 
his mouse is for!
 
                         THADDIUS
Uh, when your pathway is clogged and your retention is down...pause, 
I think I have the wrong electronic copy.
 
                         IC
You smoldering pustule of misaligned programming...
 
                         THADDIUS
Hello.  I think we have different...
 
                         IC
...and If you compute that you can get out of this programming by 
claiming, "Intel Inside," then your perception is sadly mistaken, you 
rancid rodent!
 
                         THADDIUS
              (still for a moment then refers to his computer)
You can shout it out with Biz Systems applications!
 
                         IC
              (after a moment)
Good work.  No other human actor has replicated your choices in 
applying this role. 
                         IC (Cont’d)
You must have a deep well to draw from as a person.  We compute 
that you participated very much in the chronological moment as it 
presented itself.

  
                         THADDIUS
Thank you.
 
                         IC
You may now choose to continue this session and audition for future 
role applications or terminate this...
 
                         THADDIUS
Continue.
 



                         IC
You may select from Contemporary Electronic Drama, Contemporary 
Electronic Comedy, or Gatespeare.
 
                         THADDIUS
Gatespeare.
 
                         IC
Gatespeare.  You may begin recitation of your memorized 
words...now.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (dramatically)
But for mine own file, my lord, I could be well transmitted to software 
with respect of the gloves I wear to roust...He would be transmitted; 
why is this not then?
 
                         IC
Pause.  Replicate that bigger.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (adjusts stance, louder, exaggerated)
But for mine own file, my lord, I could be well transmitted to software 
with respect of the gloves I wear to roust...
 
                         IC
OK.  Fine.  That's enough.  Thank you.  That's sufficient data on that 
one.  OK.  Fine. Please pause.
 
                         THADDIUS
              (visibly unnerved, steps out of camera view, pulls a               container of 
Sosha propellant from his pocket,               inhales in each nostril and after a few 
wobbly               moments manages to return to his position before               the camera, 
nods “yes”)
 
                         IC
Resume.  We will now have a brief conversation to determine 
which "motor" you possess.  Please verbalize a little data about 
yourself as a human, not as an actor unit, but you as a human unit.
 
                         THADDIUS
Uhhh...
              (refers to his computer and quickly presses several               buttons)
...uhhh.
 



                         IC
This is interesting data but could you expound somewhat.
 
                         THADDIUS
I was physically born in Tokyo, Japan, pacific Units. We moved back 
and forth...I found myself drawn, for some reason, to pursue human 
acting as the thing that seemed to make me feel "at home" inside...
 
                         IC
At home?
 
                         THADDIUS
It would take too long to explain but I get this feeling right here...
              (points at the center of his chest)
...whenever I'm physically inside a theater.  So, anyway...
 
                         IC
Is this another memorized grouping of words?
 
                         THADDIUS
No.  I was just responding to your verbal query.
 
 
                         IC
Please pause.
              (after a moment)
It has just been programmed that the human role for which you 
are auditioning has been assigned to another actor.  Thank you for 
auditioning for INTERNET Casting.
              (Internet tone is heard)
 
                         THADDIUS
              (motionless for several moments then picks up his               bag and begins 
to leave but turns and walks to the               camera. After a moment he takes his 
Sosha               container up to his nostril, bends over to place               the exhaust 
just inches from the camera and snorts               twice emitting spray all over the lens. 
Wobbly, he              stands straight, smiles and shuffles away. Lights               slowly fade 
as Beethoven’s “Ode to Joy” bounces               forward and the single spotlight remains 
shining               down onto the camera)
 
                         DARRIN
Lights up!
              (another sharp stream of light simultaneously shines               down onto the 
futuristically styled podium as the               other fades away revealing two matching 
chairs               beyond the podium and sitting on one is Reverand               Butler while 



Darrin commands the podium...)
Musical vibration lessen your presence!
              (music quickly fades)
“Welcome, welcome, welcome..,” as they once said. The Reverand and 
I receive your physical prescence at this, the...
              (turns and ad libs with Butler)
...right, fourth In-Person Meeting since the discovery of the Gates 
files. This is the gathering we have programmed to present an actual 
piece of paper, virtually intact. And may I remind your thinking, fellow 
users, that as we access these...
              (reads)
...”Congregational Gatherings for Going Forth to Serve,” 
applications...the actual occurance will be our first synergized
experience, so...
              (refers to computer, then ad libs with Butler)
 
                         BUTLER
“Bear with us.”
 
                         DARRIN
...affirmative, Reverand. “Bear with us!”  Yes, yes.
              (turns to Butler)
The statement recalls a certain formulaic expression of patience.
              (turns back, ad libs while pressing computer’s buttons)
And, may we remind you, maintain the perspective that this archaic 
application is but one of the same truths announced
in different peculiarities of human verbal language. To recalculate that: 
this old practice was but one of the many idiom applications configured 
toward the same accord that existed, and still does, right...
              (reads)
...”under our noses,” as they said. Even INTERNET has shown 
our semiconductors are compressed with ego applications which 
continually cause power swells promoting blackouts of reality. These 
serges cause the hardware damage. And what the Reverand
wants to transfer to all of us is the truth shown in these old In-Person 
gatherings that we are all sitting at the controls...
              (glances at Butler)
...ah, but I calculate that I am...
              (reads)
...”selling your story before it is told.”
              (they share a warm smile)
So, for this unit’s programming preceeding the Reverand’s 
Transferance of useful data, we now continue with what was
designated the “Announcements” application.
              (steps around podium)



We have calculated that these verbal mentions of seemingly 
unimportant references were meant to include those in the 
congregation, you, in RL, employing a...
              (races back, reads from computer)
...random, “lotto-like selection process.” This would increase mental 
participation by all when the Announcements were verbalized 
because, “...everyone likes to have their name mentioned before a 
group.”
              (ad-libs with Butler)
Let us then try my name designation, shall we?
              (Butler rises to near Darrin, both scan audience)
Darrin...Jetson!
              (look into audience for reaction)
 
 
                         BUTLER
House lighting increase!
              (lights slightly fade up on audience)
Good!
              (both step before the podium, ad lib)
 
                         BUTLER
I see no apparent facial change. Perhaps it is the name of one of the 
congrgant users which must be verbalized.
 
                         DARRIN
              (ad libs with the following)
Yes. Good extension, Reverand. Physically raise your hand unit if we 
might verbally apply your name designation.
              (selects someone, repeats name clearly for audience)
 
                         BUTLER
Not quite the vibrational pattern I had translated from the archaic 
tutorial.
              (referring to their computers, confers briefly with               Darrin, returns to his 
seat)
 
                         DARRIN
Affirmative, Reverand.
              (returns behind podium)
Let us all say...”(the audience member’s name)”
              
                         DARRIN
              (raises hands high to artistically direct the               audience)
Synergize verbally as my units drop...



              (drops hands with a maestro’s flourish)
...”(audience member’s name)!”
              (ad libs on the result)
Perhaps this formulaic opportuniy will reappear as we move forward 
chronologically. House lighting dissolve.
              (lights dim out, refers to computer)
Uh, ...um, ...“Bear with me...”
              (looks to Butler and back)
...we projected this might occur.  An unforseen occurance. This is the 
moment when we experience Intermission!
              (Butler moves forward haltingly)
Log out on your personals at...
              (refers to computer)
                         DARRIN (Cont’d)
...(the actual time). We will physically reassemble in fifteen 
chronological units.
              (house lights slightly fade up)
 
                         BUTLER
Interlude of Musical Vibration: W dot A dot Motzart!
              (immediately, the bouncing march from The Marriage               of Figaro, Act 
III, Ecco la Marcia, fills the entire               room as they delight in the energy, leave 
and ad lib               softly with the audience nearest them. Additional               Mozart 
continues through...)
 
                         INTERMISSION
                         
                                    and
                         
 
                                    ACT II
 
              (...begins as Butler and Darrin casually stroll in               before the audience has 
fully returned and softly ad               lib for several moments)
                         
                         DARRIN
Lighting pulsation!
              (all lights blink which signal the audience to return,               Butler moves to 
seat, Darrin at podium ad libbing               with computer, podium top and scanning 
audience               until most are seated, then suddenly)
D-4!
              (new Mozart immediately plays, exchanges glance               with Butler who 
silently enunciates something)
B dot five!
              (another Mozart immediately replaces it and when               all have returned he 
raises and lowers his hand while               looking at his computer signaling the house 



lights               and music to fade out)
Log on at (the actual time). Interesting experience, no? For some 
enactment of mythological programming they used to congregate 
and then decongregate. It was about harmony I suppose...some 
affirmation that reality was occuring. The laymen Users mounted 
a new platform configured from constant practice of this physical 
gathering.
                         DARRIN (Cont’d)
We found data on actual paper  in the Gates File. The Reverand has 
translated as closely as he could their application’s meaning.
              (reads)
“The next time you think you are all alone...your drive is down and 
you are off-line...breathe a breath and know at that same instant we 
ALL are breathing our breath from the same air supply. That's one 
material reflection that there is no such platform as being “alone” 
and if you look around...we're here.” Apparently it was, “...how one 
breathes one’s breath.”
              (steps before podium carefully holding piece of               yellowed paper)
We have obtained the Physical Proof we have all read about in our 
hot-link searches throughout these many Chronological Units.  Our 
perseverance application can now equate justification. Here it is fellow 
users.  A Paper with old words.
              (between thumb and forefinger causes the paper to               wiggle)
Look at how it responds to air friction.
              (reverentially holds it before him)
We have seen electronic facsimile of this precious paper and now I will 
Read Aloud In-Person the “Announcements” application directly from 
it...
              (tilts page to better light)
...with no backlight.
              (returns to podium, reads)
"Your car is double-parked. Will the person driving a blue Volvo...
              (pauses with a smile)
...my. That has a nice tounge unit sensation doesn't it Reverand?
              (exchange smiles, nodding and saying)
 
                                               DARRIN/REVERAND BUTLER
"Volvo, Volvo..."
 
                                               DARRIN
With your permission...
              (faces front)
May we all say "Volvo" aloud in unison...
              (repeats the same conducting gesture)
...”Vol-vo."  Now. Wasn't that pleasant? I believe we might have 



succeded. What a quantum experience!
                                    DARRIN (Cont’d)
              (reads)
“I believe we are on to some thing here.”
              
              (lights instantly go out and a loud moan and beeping               watch alarm 
are heard before a sharp stream of               light slowly pierces the darkness onto a 
doubled               over...)
  

THADDIUS
              (looking down at a palm-sized computer, presses off               beeping watch 
then faces forward to his large               glass videophone screen)
Log on.  Eight, decimal, twenty-six.  Chronological Unit one, nine, 
eight, eight.  Delrai, Thaddius.  Electronic In-Person Probation Session 
#37 of 500.  Begin...
              (motions)
Pause.  Today I choose visual and audio transmission only.
I need to listen to myself verbalize without any interruptions.
              (adjusts position)
Resume.  My name is Thaddius and I'm a Cyber Junkie. I could drink 
data with the best of them. I mean, after all, this has become a cyber 
salon, you know.  You can choose whatever you want.  There's just 
too much to choose.  One Chronological Unit I just found myself 
choosing and then choosing another and another...Oh, Gates!  This is 
one choice from INTERNET I never thought I'd have to choose. That's 
correct data.  You say I should be grateful that I don't even have to 
leave my virtual address to learn how to do this "life" thing again.  
Well, I'm still extrapolating that one.  I'm beginning to think that it 
might prove beneficial to have actual feelings while In-Person with 
other humans who have the same...
              (stops still)
... but I'm grateful to INTERNET for designing this specific application 
of an In-Person meeting...especially one as therapeutic as this...so, 
where was my mental pattern... They said I was net surfing without 
sleep.  I had become over-interactive. My pupil units had practically 
constricted to the size of a byte.  I was virtually living off billboards.  I 
mean, it got so bad that I would leave a message and then respond to 
it before someone could get to it.
              (drops head)
Oh, Gates!  What a web jam.  What a thermochromatic nightmare..
 
                         THADDIUS (Cont’d)
In a virtual blackout I was downloading useless bits of information 
into encryption system billboards. INTERNET Security billboards.  They 
said I was trying to decode an encryption chip.  Imagine that, me.  



Now that I see reality with my own visual units I have to verbally ask 
myself, "How do you decode a decoding piece of hardware?" Well, you 
sure don't access it through your keypad.  You gotta' get dirty.  You're 
going to get silicone all over your fingertips!
              (slaps head)
What a clueless newbie!  I must have thought I had Intel Inside.
              (leans closer)
You say I have to get honest with my actual mental patterns, 
first.  You say not to listen to this new Prophet Analyst who calls 
himself, "Reverend Butler." There's really nothing like this peaceful 
programming he calls, "Momentary Vibrancy," is there?  He 
verbalizes about not making judgement applications to another user's 
programming choice. Well, how does one apply something like that 
anyway?  You observe someone computing, and it's different from 
your programming, well, sometimes you just gotta' verbalize what 
comes out of your brain unit.
              (stands)
Sometimes it's a little difficult out there to interact with other humans 
who just don't treat you with respect. Sometimes you just have to 
counteract their download with an upload to the megabyte!  Ohhh, 
my brain unit hates that one!  That's like drinking data from a tortise 
system!
              (sits)
But that's what these sessions are for, aren't they? You de-bug your 
system.  My wires sure got crossed somewhere.  You guys say I have 
463 more sessions before I learn how to put out this mental fire.  One 
session at a time, you say. Ok. Ok.
              (quiet for a moment)
But it sure would go a lot faster if you'd let me project an answer to 
this confusion!  You say I'll find out "when it's time" and to just lay off 
the bulletin boards, change my electronic interaction patterns.  Ok. 
Ok.  I'll compute more gently.  I'll try just being where I am.
              (leans back but jolts back)
One request...um, please...perhaps you might donload some archaic 
musical vibrations appropriate for my level of mental static...um, 
something that will penetrate this compression...I need a little break. 
Log off.
              
              (a tone is heard, followed by the hard rock               song,“Plush” by the Stone 
Temple Pilots. He leans               back and settles in with a peaceful smile as the               
lights and music eventually fade out)
 
                         MYRNA
Darryl? Darryl? Are you there? Jaynee? Another blackout! I hate it 
when that occurs.



              (sorts Sosha)
 
                         DARRYL
              (after several seconds)
I think it was me this occurance. Stoffel? Myrna? Another blackout. I 
hate it when that occurs.
              (snorts Sosha)
 
              (brightly emanating from their screens and onto               their faces, computer 
lights suddenly flicker on as               flourscent lights will, they are in separate spaces)
 
                         MYRNA
              (at fourteen seconds, jolts backward)
Woah!
              (touches screen, it dims, staggers up and walks to)
 
                         DARRYL
              (at fourteen seconds, jolts backward)
Zotz!
              
                         MYRNA
              (presses his screen, it dims and lights rise on both               areas)
The plasma chips aren’t working, are they?
 
                         DARRYL
They will. They will. Just give them...let’s see if the house works. Draw 
Myrna’s Bath. Go see.
              
                         MYRNA
              (takes a few steps, cranes her neck)
It’s running. “This far, so good.”
 
                         DARRYL
“So far, so good.”
 
                         MYRNA
What: ever!
              (returns to her screen)
 
                         DARRYL
              (puts on thick glasses, looking into screen)
Quantum semiconductor. Mainframe bypass. Yes! Retrieve Stoffel.
              (tone, after a few off-key beeps)
There you are my little friend.
              (removes glasses)



 
                         STOFFEL
              (deep, slow motion voice)
Mmmm, yyeeaahh. Fehhlltt laiikke aahhhiii wuuhhzzz...
 
                         DARRYL
Extension Morph!
 
                         STOFFEL
              (normal)
...a prarie puppy in heat!
              (laughs)
 
                         DARRYL
Sorry. It’s the plasma. Low design. Her hardware was pristine.
Guess I relayed the wrong way.
 
                         MYRNA
              (to her screen)
Jaynee? Retrieve Jaynee.
 
                         STOFFEL
              (from her screen, laughing)
Now you sound like Myrna!
 
                         MYRNA
              (bolts up and rushes to Darryl)
Jaynee, I’m coming...
 
                         STOFFEL
It needs work but your morph almost looked like Myrna.
 
                         MYRNA
              (into his screen)
Jaynee, sweetie!
 
                         JAYNEE
You almost looked like...is Darryl home?
 
                         DARRYL
Um...it’s me.
 
                         MYRNA
I was having a brilliant conversation with my girlfriend and I want her 
back in one electronic piece. Now!



              (all are silent)
Sorry. Sorry everyone.
              (steps toward her screen)
Except you. You transmigratory transistor of deceit!
 
                         STOFFEL
              (from Myrna’s screen)
Darryl? I’m getting audio static, it appears.
 
                         JAYNEE
Honey, “give him a break,” as they said. He had a certain human bond 
with this Citron-woman. He’s not applying attitude because of you but 
because Citron is no longer part of the relationship
he preferred as Darryl’s girlfriend.
 
                         DARRYL
Is this like a network self-test thing before our Counseling 
Reconvergence?
 
                         JAYNEE
Darryl, I just want you two to stay together. Disconnecting your legal 
married status is not the portal to...
 
                         DARRYL
Well, what about you, then?
 
                         MYRNA
Reapply that one, honey.
              (pours herself some red liquid)
 
 
                         DARRYL
Pour into my glass, also.
 
                         JAYNEE
Please.
 
                         DARRYL
              (stares into screen for a long moment)
There’s a primary example.
 
                         JAYNEE
It’s taken you about one unit to learn how to treat her with an 
appropriate degree of convivial behavior. Your model-unit Citron
only knew how to respond to bad treatment. She was frozen on an ego 



platform...
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah. Sometimes it was like having a threesome. Her, me, and her 
perception of her physical beauty.
 
                         STOFFEL
Did someone call me?
 
                         MYRNA
              (moving to her screen)
No. No one was referring to your self image. Unless, of course, you 
really are a woman and you’ve been fooling us all this time with your 
digital prowess.
 
                         STOFFEL
Why, thank you.
 
                         MYRNA
That was not projected as a compliment.
 
                         STOFFEL
It was according to my translation.
 
                         MYRNA
              (moves to Darryl)
I want my friend back. Your friend does not have to be my friend.
 
 
 
                         MYRNA (Cont’d)
Just because I love you from my heart unit does not mean I have to 
be nice to someone who judges me incorrectly.
 
                         JAYNEE
“@ a Girl, Kiddu.”
              
                         STOFFEL
“Kidd-o.”
 
                         JAYNEE
Why does everyone always correct my data? 
 
                         MYRNA
You know why! It’s like in the old spreadsheets- all the values are 



related to each other.
 
              (Darryl stands and begins to pace in a circle, she sits               in his chair)
 
                         JAYNEE
Well, I compute the best I can. Just because I didn’t have the 
exposure you three had. I invaded the appropriate platforms available 
to me in my formative years. It wasn’t my programming that changed 
my paternal units into Neo-Luddites.
Manual technology was shoved down my throat! It’s not my fault that 
my visual units perceive reality in the reverse of your...
              (crying)
...I’ll return...Freeze Me.
 
                         MYRNA
Oh, honey...
              (turns to him)
...why are you walking in circles?
 
                         DARRYL
It’s like the Jumping Johns, I think. It’s hard. I’m having difficulty...
              (they hug tenderly for a long moment)
These reconvergence sessions make my thinking aware of nervous 
thoughts.
 
                         MYRNA
What did Dr. Baines suggest you do?
                         DARRYL
...something about thinking about my breathing, or some thing,...but I 
can’t control it for more than a few chronological moments...I wind up 
feeling like she looks...
 
                         MYRNA
Can you re-boot her onto my screen?
              (moves to her screen, lights a green cigarette)
 
                         DARRYL
I’ll try. You’ll have to ask him to disconnect his receptors.
              (to his screen)
Sweet Jaynee...we’re sorry...um, really. Collectively, our ego thinking 
is a bit much...um, sorry. We all love you, really.
 
                         JAYNEE
Release. Even Stoffel?
 



                         DARRYL
Affirmative.
              (Myrna presses her screen)
He’s  encountered some dissappointments lately and he’s become a bit 
annoying.
 
                         MYRNA
Disconnect. Get off.
              (Stoffel makes a buzzing sound)
 
                         DARRYL
As soon as he’s off I’ll pulse you over to her. Don’t cry.
              (puts on glasses, shines a light into the screen)
 
                         JAYNEE
Woah!
 
                         DARRYL
Sorry. I missed. Plasmonic Reconfiguration.
 
                         MYRNA
Darrrr...? Please...
                         
                         DARRYL
Override POST. Boot Protected Mode! Ready Set GO!
 
                         STOFFEL
              (after a few electronic sound-filled moments, from               Darryl’s screen)
...bzzzzz....
 
                         DARRYL
There you are my little buzzing friend.
              (lights fade down on him leaving the faint glow from               his screen while 
continuing a silent and animated               slow motion conversation)
 
                         MYRNA
Thank, Gates. Dry those eyes, Honey.
              (pats side of screen)
There, there. This will pass when it does.
 
                         JAYNEE
Now you’re beginning to verbalize like him.
 
                         MYRNA
I don’t interact impatiently!



 
                         JAYNEE
No. Butler.
 
                         MYRNA
              (slowly grows a very bright smile)
My, my, my. I appreciate that analog analogy. What a nice bookmark 
on my progress, no?
 
                         JAYNEE
              (laughs)
Remember how you learned to treat men...um, ...where is it? 
Conversations File. Myrna dot L. “Bitch” Sound Byte.
 
                         MYRNA’S VOICE
Be a bitch. That’s the only way to be. Because that’s when men can’t 
get enough of you. You’ll have them at your mercy.
 
                         JAYNEE
Notice how it took the mental pain of your human relationship 
with “what’s his forehead...”
 
 
                         MYRNA
“...face”. Sorry.
 
                         JAYNEE
...it has taken the mental pain of this relationship for you to seek out a 
more peaceful application.
 
                         MYRNA
That and Analyst Baines. I finally learned that it takes chronological 
time to learn someone's patterns...or in one instant to know that it 
computes right for you. Freeze me.
              (rolls chair over to change into more comfortable               slipper units)
 
                         JAYNEE
Correct. The In-Person meetings have helped you to see that we’re 
physically not alone. You’ve gotten away from constant electronic 
interaction. He rarely leaves his screen. The reconvergence sessions 
are helping you configure cooperation from your spouse unit. Both 
allow you to stop applying past thinking into your current reality.
 
                         MYRNA
              (slides back to screen)



Release.
              (connects her forefingers and thumbs forming a               triangle and holds it up 
to the screen for a brief               moment)
  Thanks for taking me.
              (slides back to slippers)
 
                         JAYNEE
It helps us all.
              (after a moment)
Well, since you’ve vaporized I guess, I’ll “run along.”
              (Myrna slides back, smiling)
Why did they say that one?
 
                         MYRNA
I’ll ask Baines during the session. He’s a fad practioner. He’s been 
quoting them randomly for the past unit. Hopefully, it’ll terminate 
when it reaches that point.
 
 
                         JAYNEE
It will. It always appears to.
              (makes a kissing sound)
In the future.
 
                         MYRNA
In the future.
              (smooches back at her screen once in slow motion               then lights fade 
out in her room leaving the glow of               her screen to feature three repeated slow 
motion               smooches while Darryl continues in his glow)
 
                         DARRYL
              (after Murna’s third smooch, speaks slowly)
...theee Innnterrnehhh...
              (on “ttt..,” immediately returns to normal speed and               his room lights 
brighten, Myrna begins a slow               motion ad lib conversation)
...ttt...
              (gets up to pace)
 
                         STOFFELL
Did he teach you how to do this pacing activity, too?
 
                         DARRYL
It’s to biologically release my unwanted rapid thinking. Like a good 
Jumping John.
 



                         STOFFEL
              (silent for a moment)
It’s not working for me! Occupy your seat.
 
                         DARRYL
              (stops still, slowly sits)
Dude unit. “What’s gotten into you?”
 
                         STOFFEL
Create an original comment “for once in your life!”
 
                         DARRYL
Freeze all.
              (slides chair away, sits motionless for a few               moments then slides back 
to screen)
Release. Are you there? Stoffel? I can see your shadow.
                         DARRYL (Cont’d)
Come here, little friend.
              (lights orange cigarette)
Perchance Myrna’s Macro is correct about your behavior patterns. You 
act like you have a little...
 
                         STOFFEL
What data have you experienced about it, anyway?
 
                         DARRYL
I’ve begun to listen to the tone of her words...
 
                         STOFFEL
So you can hear musical vibrations in letter groupings now?
 
                         DARRYL
Your face is beginning to morph drops...
              (thumps screen with the nail of his middle finger)
 
                         STOFFEL
Water. I splashed natural water. Okay?
 
                         DARRYL
For what gain?
 
                         STOFFEL
It’s like your Pacing Jacks.
 
                         DARRYL



What has upset your thinking enough for you to douse your flesh with 
natural H2O?
 
                         STOFFEL
Why? I’m not part of your theraputic application.
 
                         DARRYL
              (after a moment)
You’re the only male user I physically meet with in any consistent 
sense of the meaning.
 
                         STOFFEL
And what does that do for me...?
 
 
                         DARRYL
Look! “Cut the Crap!” “Get off the John!” “Get your head out of your 
butt portal!”
 
                         STOFFEL
“Back Off, Mother Pucker!” “Get outta’ my inventory, male!” 
Ummm..., “Eat Schlitz and Die!”
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah?
              (a moment)
What’s a Schlitz!
 
                         STOFFEL
It’s what you need...
 
                         DARRYL
Override! Reverse Vanity Platform!
 
                         STOFFEL
...and the others to start acting like a human being...again.
              
                         DARRYL
              (waits a moment, Stoffel moans softly)
Delete Override.
              (waits another moment)
You have some gray units on the top of that teal hair topping, you 
know.
 
                         STOFFEL



My apologies, I presume. My supervisor analyst downgraded my 
performance...no, what it’s really about is...well, I knew Myrna before 
you and my...
              (sips liquid)
 
                         DARRYL
How do you ingest that stuff?
 
                         STOFFEL
...I want to be in the position you’re in now.
 
                         DARRYL
You want to experience Marital Reconvergence with Myrna?
 
                         STOFFEL
Someone like her. Someone. I’ve been calculating a more 
acceptable...oh,...an In-Person application with the renegade Prophet 
Analyst...
 
                         DARRYL
You know what they’ll compute if they find...you’ve got everything you 
need within your voice reach. Why...?
 
                         STOFFEL
Gates eventually did.
 
                         DARRYL
And where did you aquire this archaic little byte?
 
                         STOFFEL
They say there’s a hard file filled with actual paper.
 
                         DARRYL
I believe the end of this electronic transmission is upon us.
 
                         STOFFEL
You made be honest with my “self.”
 
                         DARRYL
Your “self” might want to try a little Sosha engagement to escape that 
kind of faddish mental pattern. Do what you desire before someone 
replugs your wires for you. These electronic sessions have gotten me 
afraid of snorting with luminescence on! I keep observing my behavior 
as it occurs. The only way I can hide from myself now is in the dark 
void. Now, that’s an odd morph.



 
                         STOFFEL
              (waits a moment)
Phew!
              (waits another  moment)
Well, then. I will encounter your presence at vollysphere.
Peaceful departure?
 
                         DARRYL
              (a moment)
Accepted. Returned. Vollysphere, then. There’s a probability
that I will have a certain reconvergence aroma when...
              
                         STOFFEL
That deodorant simulation will wear off, “natch.” Maybe you don’t even 
require this delousing application. What did your tutorial reveal?
              (shakes head back and forth)
Run a macro then.
 
                         DARRYL
Why didn't I formulate that thought? We’ll cross wires later. Release. 
Internet Counseling.
              (tone)
Therapy Tutorial.
              
                         INTERNET COUNSELING
Internet Counseling. Welcome browser. In which area of your personal 
platform are you having file compression problems?
 
                         DARRYL
Female Legal Married Interface.
 
                         IC
You are not alone, user. Let us run a tutorial macro check with a 
verbally posed situation designed to profile your practical or ignorent 
mental view of reality.
 
                         DARRYL
Proceed.
 
                         IC
Systems check dot one. You find yourself proceeding briskly along the 
walking belt, or...flying your sporter down the mega boulevard and 
you come upon a user impeding your intended path.
Do you, dot one, suddenly and mentally think, "Why the delete don't 



you get out of the way...?"
 
                         BAINES
              (suddenly emanating from Darryl’s screen)
...whuh, huh? Salutation? Darryl is that actually you or is it a bitmap...
 
                         DARRYL
Uh, Dr. Baines, ...umm, what brings you electronically here?
 
                         BAINES
              (laughs)
I “picked up the phone” to “reach out and touch someone” and you 
were there.
              (silent moment)
I know why I’m here but I don’t calculate why you’re here.
 
                         DARRYL
It’s time! I’ll notify Myrna.
              (turns and yells toward her room)
MYRNA! She’s been notified. Probably repaginating in...
              (immediately on “T”, Myrna and her lighting come on)
...INTERNET. I’ll “be right back.”
              (moves away, paces randomly, quickly)
 
                         BAINES
              
Good one. Used that earlier this unit. Made a “fake pas,” actually.
 
                         DARRYL
              (not looking at screen)
FAUX! “FAUX PAS.”
 
                         MYRNA
              (enters the room)
Here or on my unit.
              (he stops, wide-eyed)
Darryl. Honey. This is so we can continue to formulate in each other’s 
prescence. This is better than electronic gratification.
It actually happens. It’s still here when the power is off. It adds on. It 
adds up. It becomes something in RL. It’s so we can communicate as 
human beings.
              (looks into his wide open eyes)
 
                         BAINES
Session (number of actual month ) dot (actual date) Log On.



 
                         MYRNA
They’re gonna’ burst!
              (walking back to her screen)
Why is it we gotta’ teach them how to communicate? Why doesn’t 
someone teach paternal units how to teach ‘em?
 
 
                         DARRYL
              (sits and speaks to screen)
Listen woman, you are not the center of everything . Size is 
meaningless unless one has a relationship to size. The center of my life 
is right here in my physical presence. Your circumference is nowhere 
in my circumference.
 
                         MYRNA
Well, then explain why your circumfrance isn’t romantic enough to 
care about celebrating my birth date?
 
                         BAINES
              (from both screens)
Now, we’re working...
 
                         DARRYL
Request your pardon?
 
                         MYRNA
Last week I requested your planning for the next Tuesday unit.
 
                         DARRYL
Yes. You did. And.
 
                         MYRNA
You said you had had to play vollysphere.
 
                         BAINES
              (a moment)
We're following this reasoning...proceed.
 
                         MYRNA
Well, my birth date was Tuesday and I was thinking a little mushy 
and I needed my companion to pick my spirits up with a romantic 
suggestion. But he would rather play vollysphere than romantically 
celebrate my birth date.
 



                         BAINES
Darryl.., your salvo.
 
                         DARRYL
I guess she's not going to mention the dinner I designed and had 
delivered with an actual floral arrangement. She's wrong about this.
                         MYRNA
C'mon, Darryl. Every user has a right to an opinion. Even the  
programmer who wrote this one.
 
                         DARRYL
Myrna, I'm still trying to comprehend things. It's still coming to 
me...and it keeps changing. Sort of like there's a sea full of motion 
between our soul files.
 
                         MYRNA
Well, I've been waiting. Can't you highlight your effort onto linear 
date, select duplication and fully extrapolate with your gifted 
processor?
 
                         DARRYL
              (jumps up)
She thinks I'm Hardware, for Gates sake!
 
                         BAINES
Now, let's "get back to basics," as they said. Remember the purpose 
of this new kind of relationship. Constant electronic availability to the 
developing mass was meant for users like you to become less critical 
in one’s thinking. There's always a clear expansion of positive ideas 
from around the globe. It was meant to eliminate isolation. Human 
beings have this funny little need to express their thinking patterns. 
Each thought we have ought not be an incindiary device.
              (silent moment)
You both act like the Unabomber's of love.
 
                         DARRYL/MYRNA
              (both touch screen)
Freeze.
              (rise for drinks and as Baines speaks, both peer over               at the other 
quickly, turn away and Myrna then               listens closely)
 
                         BAINES
Now, I know that was "heavy..," now...breath...both of you. You can 
stop creating these scenarios in your minds. Are you both there? This 
internal diologue you create about the other's activities... like the 



fidelity platform brought up last session, ...can be minimalized.
 
                         BAINES (Cont’d)
Disenfectant programming like this very application can change what’s 
unintentionally dumped in your hard drive from the Parent Factory..
 
                         MYRNA
              (rushes to screen)
Release.
              (forms a triangle with her thumbs and fore fingers               up to the screen and 
removes it)             
Know?
 
                         BAINES
Ah,...yes, my friend!
 
                         DARRYL
              (sits)
Release. What?
 
                         BAINES
Chess, my friend? Does it all remind you of a game of chess?
 
                         MYRNA
You know, like the chess game you men play with your sound 
equipment.
 
                         DARRYL
Men are funny about their sound equipment? We have that right.
 
                         MYRNA
Yeah, toys. Boys with their hardware toys.
 
                         DARRYL
Your toys are clothes.
 
                         BAINES
Please stop rhyming  patterns...
                                                                     
                         MYRNA
              (after a moment)
You're “talking in circles,” dear.
 
                         BAINES
C'mon. Take a risk at being vulnerable in your self-imaging.            



                        BAINES (Cont’d)
Seems like that'd be a position of strength, to me.
 
                         DARRYL
Allright. I'll discontinue that pattern of behavior...when the spark 
ignites me.
 
                         MYRNA
              (after a moment)
The sun is going to burn out, you know. I mean, who am I talking to?
              (silence)
Allright, then. I apologize to your ego.
 
                         DARRYL
Why can't we go back? Let's have a Revival Tutorial and go back to 
typing these kind of problems out. I could be more honest about this 
stuff if I didn’t have to think so immediately. Why don’t we just Corbis 
into a Gates Ansel Adams image and lose our “selfs” in nature and 
safely practice sex in the electronic wilderness?
 
                         BAINES
Well, then. I guess things are “heading in the right direction.”
But, Darryl, we must always proceed from where your feet are. 
Foreward. Only by reversing your DNA can you go “backwards.” That’ll 
be in electronic courts for another human generation. You will expire 
before then. Harmonize with decent women now because we come 
from the same system.
 
                         DARRYL
Yeah. You mean like when they re-equated that if men are from mars 
programming then women are from Pluto...
 
                         MYRNA
Darryl!
 
                         DARRYL
An archaic verbal joke.
              (silently looks into screen)
Apology? I offer my apology application...I, ...I apologize. I apologize. 
I do apologize.
              (after a moment)
 
                         DARRYL (Cont’d)
So, Analyst Baines, what makes a guy want to give advice...?
              (moves to Myrna)



 
                         BAINES
Where did you learn to “change the subject?” Nicely applied, Mr. 
Frapps.
              (they smile and hug)
When your storage is jammed with great knowledge you must 
download it for other Users to apply if they need it.
 
                         DARRYL
Sounds like this guy has Interfaced with the Master Programmer.
                         
                         BAINES
Now that's a satellite thought. Darryl. “Nice try,” though. We’ll log off 
when the analyst says. Go to your respective screen.
 
              (Darryl calmly leaves her room then suddenly throws               a physical 
tantrum which causes him to trip and               fall)                        
 
                         MYRNA
              (to screen)
My male server is still trying to mentally get somewhere before his 
feet do.
 
                         BAINES
More proof of a human pattern.
              (she slides her chair to see Darryl and he jumps up               into a perfect 
Jumping John, they smile warmly and               return to screens)
“Had enough excitement for one day,” as they said?
 
                         MYRNA
I have one before we detach. Why can't they compute that a nice 
physical holding position can satisfy so many biological instincts. Why 
can't they activate their server and ask for directions?
 
                         DARRYL
Let me respond...oh, you just exhaust my accumulated knowledge.
 
 
                         BAINES
“You are correct, sir!”
 
                         DARRYL
I am?
 
                         BAINES



              (tone)
Well, “your time has run out.”
              (both physically slump in their chair)
“But seriously, folks..,” I’m not doing this to take your credits. I must 
maintain a certain accumulation of numbers to do what I do best 
within INTERNET.
              (both assume more engaged positions)
You both have niceness in your own programming. My Legal Married 
Person thinks fondly of both of you. We surmize that it’s remarkable 
how purposefully you attempt to physically stay together...especially in 
light of the impersonal electronic method in which you crossed paths. 
There’s an invisible meaning hidden right under your nose about why 
you’ve lasted so far.
              (both smile, nod heads)
I will continue with you both regardless of your credits. You help me 
do what I do. So..., peacefull programming together and we will log off 
in the usual manner...
              (both wave at their screens, Mozart’s “Marriage of               Figaro,” the march 
from Act III, Ecco la Marcia plays,               they meet between their rooms and dance 
tenderly to               the music as lights and music fade out as they leave.               Gently 
fading up, Mozart's "Piano Concerto in D               Minor," 2nd movement, is heard and 
continues               until               suddenly, Mozart's "Don Giovanni, Act II,               
Commendatore scene, is heard for a few ominous               moments and seamlessly 
jumps to the great               baritone's cry when Don Giovanni descends to Hell.             
              As the singer’s cry begins, the sharp stream of light               shines down onto 
a disheveled man lying face               down               and crying out simultaneously with 
the great               baritone, again with the chorus followed by the last               sustained 
musical note, then energetically flips over               in the harsh circle of light)
 
                         McGEORGE
YAAHHH!
              
                         McGEORGE (Cont’d)
              (motionless, grasping the surface with his palms               flat , a phone beep is 
heard repeating three times             
              before he reaches into his pocket without moving               from the prone 
position, pulls out a portable unit and               in a gravelly voice...)
Yeah, yeah, yeah, what?!  What is it?  What do you want? What, what, 
what?
 
                         McGEORGE
              (phone beeps again, he now presses a button and in a               courteous manner)
Hello.  McGeorge receiving.
 
                         VOICE 1



Good evening unit to you TLC 12-21.  Global Positioning System here.  
This is the wake up call you programmed upon our satellite lock-on to 
your physical location.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (grunting unintelligibly)
Yeah, riff is to mun dobey, heh, heh, heh.
 
                         VOICE 1
No.  It appears you have lost your self, sir.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (manages to rise onto one elbow, facing away and               looking about)
No.  No.  Here I am.  Not lost here.  Here are my feet.
              (frantically looks down and about the ground)
But something is lost.  Uh, oh.  Can't locate something.
              (rises to his knees leaving the phone on the ground in               the sharp stream 
of light while he crawls in               darkness)
Gotta find something.  Where is it?
 
                         VOICE 1
Sir?  We have a problem, sir.  We show you moving about in a pattern 
replicating human toddler movement.  Sir?
 
                         McGEORGE
              (as he is crawling through the light circle)
Follow my blip, sonny.
                         McGEORGE (Cont’d)
              (in darkness)
Gatesdammit!  GATESDAMMIT!  Where the merge is it?
 
                         VOICE 1
Oh, sir?
 
                         McGEORGE
Are you still following me?
 
                         VOICE 1
Sir, I can't log off this transmission until you manually confirm 
receiving it.
 
                         McGEORGE
No compliance until I find my Sosha.  Gates, my head hurts!  I gotta 
slow things down.
              (crawls through light)



That's the problematical nature of Sosha hangovers - your mental 
recorder logs off.
 
                         VOICE 1
Sir, it is my electronic duty to inform you that your monetary credit 
accumulation for this wake up call is approaching excessiveness.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (crawls into light lying stomach down and mouth               just inches above the 
phone)
Yeah?  Who's to determine what is excessive?  Do you have a little 
table of figures there on your readout which glow in red?  Do these 
little figures on your screen yearn to warn me to manually press a 
button, or something?  Why can't you confirm it's me doing this verbal 
interacting with a Global Phone Unit?  Are you you or are you the 
unit?  Hmmm?  Are you looking that one up Mr. Global Positioning 
System Wake-Up Man?  Hmmm?
              (craws away)
 
                         VOICE 1
Sir, I really must move along chronologically.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (moves back to just above the phone)
Oh, really?  How do you move along unchronologically?
              (taps the phone causing it to spin around and crawls               away)
 
                         VOICE 1
              (as unit spins)
Sir?  Your equilibrium reading is causing me to to feel a bit nauseous.  
Sir?
              (after it stops)
Thank you.  Now, sir...
 
                         McGEORGE
              (in darkness)
By the way, who authorized you to track me down?
 
                         VOICE 1
My readout says that it was you, sir.
 
                         McGEORGE
Yeah, well, I've changed my mental approach to that.  I don't want to 
be found.  I do wish I could find my Sosha container, though.
 



                         VOICE 2
Come to the light, McGeorge.
 
                         McGEORGE
I've lost my path.
 
                         VOICE 2
Come to the light.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (crawls back to just above unit)
Who is this really?  Am I on candid video receptor?
              (laughs and as he begins to move, knocks a small               metal container 
causing it to roll into the light               circle)
Sosha!
              (grabs the unit while in the light, holds it to his nose               and inhales several 
rapid blasts from the               pressurized container)
Ahhh!  Yeahhh!
              (lying prone in the light with the phone near his               head)
                         McGEORGE (Cont’d)
Relief.
              (dramatically)
How do you spell relief?
              (laughs)
 
                         VOICE 2
              (dramatically)
R-E-L-I-E-F.
              (he quickly sits up and looks about)
May I be of further service to you, TLC 12-21?
 
                         McGEORGE
“Is this my quarter?”
 
                         VOICE 2
              (after a moment)
Searching.  Searching.  Ah, yes this transmission is accumulating 
monetary credit units...
 
                         McGEORGE
It's just an archaic statement of words.  There's really no need to 
formulate a verbal reply.
 
                         VOICE 2
Sir, this vibrational transmission by all accounts should have logged off 



several units ago. INTERNET Global Positioning has responded to your 
programmed request by tracking you down and waking you up from 
slumber, we do request the you allow us to activate closure in this 
electronic relationship so we may go on with things.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (laughing)
Go on with things.  Go on with things?  You sound like a Reverend 
Butler clueless newbie.  I've read those flames.  Where are you guys 
going? I thought you guys are the center of everything.  My size 
is meaningless unless I have this relation.  You got to risk being 
vulnerable, now that's a position of strength.  You guys are the center 
of where you are.  This circumference...
              (indicates the circular pool of light)
...is nowhere.  If you would pay a little less attention to everyone 
else's inventory programming you might be less defensive against the 
void...
                         McGEORGE (Cont’d)
...because there's no need for defense against virtual nothingness. 
Transcend duality!
 
                         VOICE 1
              (moment of silence)
You see that button with "infinity" on it...
 
                         McGEORGE
              (picks up phone, begins to press a button then               quickly speaks into 
receiver)
We've got to harmonize here.  You're in the invisible plane.  We, you 
and me, we're not in accord.  We need a seamless integration on 
this platform.  I have absolutely no desire to net surf while you play 
gatekeeper and facilitate access.  Even Butler says we need equal 
access.  What kind of SYSOP are you anyway? You have downloaded 
me and now I upload, and YOU HAVE TO GET GOING?
              (phone beeps, polite manner)
Please hold.  I have broadband waiting.
              (presses button)
McGeorge!
 
                         RALPHIE
Instant Gratification Enterprises calling. Can McGeorge come out and 
play?
 
                         McGEORGE
              (after a moment)



Ralphie? Is it electronically you?
 
                         RALPHIE
It is indeed, sir!
 
                         McGEORGE
When did you get out?
 
                         RALPHIE
Twelve units ago, sir.  I was upgraded to Fibersphere Platform after 
Internet restructured my vendor status. They gave me time off for 
good upward bias.  So, here I am, sir?
 
 
 
                         McGEORGE
              (muffled voice, grinning devilishly)
And what is our little encryption status here, hmmm?
 
                         RALPHIE
Clean, clear and delinked, sir.
 
                         McGEORGE
Ooooh, Ralphie.  You make my mouth produce saliva.
 
                         RALPHIE
So, what'll it be?  I hear there's a sharewar being downloaded as we 
verbalize.
 
                         McGEORGE
Ralphie, pause for a chronological moment, will ya?  I need to consult 
my Remote Data Base.
 
                         RALPHIE
Very good, sir.
 
                         McGEORGE
              (presses button)
Global?  You there?
 
                         VOICE 2
              (moment of silence)
You see that little button with "infinity"...
 
                         McGEORGE



              (almost touches button)
This one?
 
                         VOICE 2
I do hope so.  But I won't know until you...
 
                         McGEORGE
Thanks for spending a little "time" with me.
              (presses "infinity" button, presses another)
Ralphie?  We gonna Ne Surf today, baby!
              (lies flat on his back in the pool of light)
Ralphie, first thing we gonna do is replicate the time honored strategy 
- buy low, sell high. 
 
                         McGEORGE (Cont’d)
We're gonna offer value-oriented utilities growth to Telecom and throw 
them on an interactive test drive with an active index. They will have 
to deal with an explosion of access from diversified privatization which 
will drive stocks down and indicators will interface with a downdraft.
              (pauses)
Getting cold there, Ralphie?
 
                         RALPHIE
Ohhh.  Chilly, sir.  Downright chilly, heh, heh, heh.
 
                         McGEORGE
THEN we gonna check their capacity utilization on the Dow Jones 
Tech.  It will have dropped sufficiently to then profit from the 
downturn and from that portfolio of growth stocks we will buy 
more companies we like as they get monetarily cheap.  Merge the 
intellectual property, Ralphie.  Merge it!  Right in the rear!  This is not 
a realistic environment we're talking about here!  We're talking about 
SHAREWAR!  There's no web of man-made rules where we're going...
 
              (INTERNET Tone is heard)
 
                         VOICE 3
This is INTERNET Encryption Services.  We have just obtained
the physical reality of your vendor and now that your electronic 
proximity has been determined you and your subversive tactics are to 
be detained in three chronological moments...
              (McGeorge returns the phone unit to the same pocket               from which he 
retrieved it at the opening, turns face               down and braces himself)
Two chronological moments... One chronological moment...
              (the great cry from "Don Giovanni" is again heard at               the same moment 



McGeorge cries out, the lights goes               out instantly as the music concludes)
 
                         REVEREND BUTLER
Thus...
              (lights fade up on Butler at the podium)
...thus concludes the verbal metaphor of McGeorge the Analyst.
              (collects a computer bag stuffed with paper)
Like the Boomarang Server...what goes around will return to you with 
increased force.
                         BUTLER (Cont’d)
              (he gingerly unzips and opens it to reveal a brown               accordion file holder 
stuffed with papers, both old               and pristine.  He delicately lifts the file holder 
and               slowly pulls out a white piece of paper)
This will be our last In-Person meeting for some chronological while.  I 
risked physical detainment by securing written words from the Master 
file and my present duty is accomplished.
You see, for all this, I don't compute understanding of his critics who 
said his marvelous leadership in helping to identify all the genetic 
information in the human body was strictly for monetary credit 
accumulation. Genomics technology had a need once.  That human 
knowledge extrapolated solutions for those viruses, you know. Well, 
he was a human being, too. The tiny remaining megabyte from his 
personal diaries show he had inner drive needs...
              (pauses, smiles)
It appears I have just executed a “Ramble.”
              (a beep eminates from his pocket and he pulls out a               computer)
My electronic proximity is being scanned so I will verbally leave you 
with one last Reading Aloud of Written Words.
              (selects and refers to a colored sheet of paper)
The peace within your drive is activated when you think about where 
you are in that precise moment of vibrancy. Where is your mental 
thought at this chronological moment?
              (silently scans congregation, randomly moves about)
Your inner drive has found peaceful application when...
one dot zero, your calculations stop being calculations, you find you 
have a tendency to let things happen rather than calculating to make 
things happen.
              (silently scans)
Two, you, your physical person, begins to feel somehow connected 
to other humans and become susceptible to the love they offer.  You 
develop an uncontrollable urge to freely give away what you've found.
              (scans)
Three, your judgement applications have to be manually recalled 
because they now reside in a forgotten platform housing a tiny ego 
system.



              (scans, smiles broadly)
Four dot zero, you begin to act as things chronologically happen rather 
than referring to past fear-based systems for guidance.
 
                         BUTLER (Cont’d)
Five, one of my favorites.., you lose interest in interpreting the actions 
of other humans.  And perhaps the greatest toolbar choice for those 
who have truly found a way to move through space with as little 
friction as possible, six dot zero, you lose interest in participating in 
conflict modes.
              (moves behind podium)
I would be interested to learn of your encounters with these clues in 
the Master File. So..., fellow Users, I will not be physically far from you 
and electronically I'll be but a fingertip away. INTERNET knows where 
I am but I'm not choosing worry application because after it is all said 
and done, all one cay say is...
              (looks up and reaches one hand upward as the               spectacular "Amen" sung 
by the chorus at the end of               “Don Giovanni” is heard over him)
...Amen.
              (music ends and the light slowly fades out on an               upstretched Butler)

THE END
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Sosha is a genomically designed reality enhancer. It resembles 
a Binaca mouth spray propellant container but distressed as if the 
enamel paint was scraped off. It is in vogue to leave the UPC code 
bar unmarked, as if it still meant something. Synthetic euphoria lasts 
exactly 14 seconds by genomic design because 15 seconds would 
cause damage to the mental unit.
 
Note: the red dot which scans Myrna’s dress size could be a red LED 
pointer, the type used in talks by a speaker before groups.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Production thoughts: The humans who play these parts are offered 
the opportunity to play additional characters in voice differing from the 



voice used In-Person before the actual audience.only. Mindfull of the 
relationships and order of characters
Reverand Butler might also be the voice of __; Darrin might also 
____;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
 
The live voices heard by the actual audience ought to be heard clearly 
from the same central source the human actors hear them, preferably 
from on stage at the sorce the actor hears spoken words. This might 
very well serve all In-Person to experience a similar sound and visual 
focus not divided by the audience’s automatic sensory reception if 
the audio safety net of stereo amplification is used for verbalized 
moments. Suspend belief with available reality.
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